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What contributions to terrorism has engineering provided? Discussing 9/11 Chandra Mukerji (2003) stated that the WTC buildings had been made "vulnerable to a social type that has until recently seemed impossible in the culture: the terrorist engineer." However, this is not correct as the engineer as well as artifacts of engineering have been central throughout modern terrorism (Fridlund 2007). To sketch this historical role of engineering to terrorism four cases of (urban) terrorism are discussed, exploring engineering as technological ingenuity in the form of engineering knowledge and technological expertise, as technological innovation focused on the novelty and conservativity of the technologies used, and finally as technological intimidation in the way it effected on subsequent technological development and material artifacts.

There are hundreds of definitions of terrorism and the one used here is rather politically neutral and fits with history. It defines terrorism as "violence or its threat intended as a symbolically communicative act in which the direct victims of the action are instrumentalized as a means of creating a psychological effect of intimidation and fear in a target audience for a political objective", (Jackson 2011) defining it as an instrumental tactic used by states - as in our first case - as well as non-state groups alike.

Copenhagen 1807

Terrorism’s modern emergence as an intentional strategy and tactic is generally considered to be the French Revolution’s ‘Reign of Terror’. Its character of state terrorism it shares with the 1807 Bombardment of Copenhagen, a successful assault where British military bombarded the besieged capital into surrendering the city and the nation’s fleet (Fridlund 2011). This is sometimes referred to as the first urban terror attack against a civilian target as it used primary instrumental violence rather than functional military (Fridlund 2011), i.e. it was used to create as stated above, ‘a psychological effect of intimidation and fear in a target audience for a political objective’, in this case ensuring Denmark’s fleet would not support Napoleon.

The technological dimension of the Bombardment was traditional as well as innovative. The dominant technology used in the bombardment was ordinary siege technologies in some 14,000 metal balls, explosive and incendiary bombs from cannons and mortars -- but the British added a new terror technology in the form of some 300 ‘Congreve rocks’ carrying explosives or incendiary materials. Rockets, used against British in colonial wars, had from 1804 been appropriated and adapted by William Congreve, at the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich, who for the early 19th century was more or less an engineer, educated at Cambridge and the Royal Military Academy before being attached to the Arsenal. At Copenhagen the rockets were operated by a special group of civilian experts under Congreve’s direction and one rocket importantly succeeded in burning down the city’s cathedral which assisted in the city surrendering.

The bombardment impacted both civilian and military Danish technologies. New Copenhagen buildings after 1807 were built to impede the spread of urban fires. Among the military impacts were that Denmark had to use small navy vessels to replace its former large navy ships and that it like other countries set up their own rocket corps.

St Petersburg 1881

Sub-state rebel terrorism first emerged in 1870s Russia with the first self-identified terrorist organization. This was the social revolutionary party Narodnaya Volya (The People’s Will) which since 1879 had waged a failed assassination campaign against Czar Alexander II before their success in 1881.

Narodnaya Volya’s attacks were technologically pioneering to terrorism. Among its several members trained in science and engineering the engineering and medical student Nikolai Kibalchich was central. Kibalchich led the group’s bomb development which used self-manufactured gelignite, a powerful industrial blasting dynamite invented in the 1870s by Alfred Nobel. Except for an insurance fraud attempt in 1875 to use a dynamite bomb to sink a cargo ship, dynamite had not been used as bombs. The group’s failed attempts can be said to have followed industrial mining practice in using dynamite in stationary bombs and mines buried under railroads, bridges, streets and rooms where the Czar was expected to pass. But it was not until Kibalchich designed a small dynamite hand-grenade that the two engineering students Nikolai Rysakov and Ignacy Hryniewiecki with two grenades killed Alexander II when he rode his steel-enforced carriage through St Petersburg (Fridlund 2007).

Following this dynamite bombs were used by political militants such as Fenians, anarchists and social and anti-colonial revolutionists and by the early 1900s dynamite bombs and the “Russian Method” of terrorism were global phenomena. (Anderson 2005; Jensen 1981, Marks 2002, Knepper 2010) Locally, in St Petersburg assassinations targeted more government officials leading to increased protective measures with government officials arming themselves or using various personal protective devices. Furthermore, a large church was built around the czar’s assassination spot.
Locally, in addition to the new skyscrapers built in New York and the rebuilding of the Pentagon, there has been nation-wide efforts to introduce security technologies to protect institutions and the public such as various security bollards, barricades, magnetometers, CCTV cameras and surveillance systems. However, some of these local protective measures have been scaled back and some expected national changes - like stricter building codes - have not materialized. Finally there is also a discernible 9/11-effect on international engineering and technological research as well as on patents directed towards terrorism-related topics (Fridlund & Nellhans 2011a, 2011b, 2011c).

Oslo and Utøya 2011

The Norwegian terrorist attack in 2011 differs in important ways from the previous cases. Despite initial claims and fears it appears that only one individual terrorist, Anders Behring Breivik, was responsible for the attacks. Nevertheless, he succeeded in effectively using traditional and tried terrorist technologies – in the form of a deadly car-bomb – exploding at the government offices in Oslo and gun shooting at a political youth camp on the island Utøya – to generate national terror and trauma as well as debate nationally and internationally about his ideological grievances.

The attacks also differed in combining two different terrorist violence and terrorist technologies. For the Oslo bombing Breivik used one of urban terrorism’s “brutal hardware and quotidian work-horses” (Davis 2007) in a ‘traditional’ improvised time-fused car bomb and for the island massacre he used a semi-automatic pistol and semi-automatic rifle. He also differed in lacking any formal technical training or education that beyond providing him with computer experience prepared him for designing the fertilizer-based car-bomb. He appears to be self-taught as a bomb-maker and primarily using information found on the Internet together with practical tests. In addition he gained further training and preparation from attending shooting club practice and from playing the combat simulation game Call of Duty: Modern Warfare. The majority of the technology used – fertilizers, the car, the gun and the rifle – were commercially available and legally acquired. The manufacture of a functioning car-bomb appears to have followed rather traditional lines except for the design of the detonator where he is supposed to have done innovative development work (Bjørgo 2012).

It is still too early to analyze the attack’s technological impact but certain is that the government headquarters in Oslo has to be repaired and possibly relocated and that Oslo is going to introduce a higher number of bollards as protection against car bombs. Furthermore also a video game used by Breivik in his preparations was removed by a large chain from their stores while it is not known if new regulations will be introduced to restrict access to guns.

Engineering and terrorism

All in all, what these cases demonstrate is that such man-made disasters as terrorism attacks are engineered and technological through and through and like other instances of engineering that means to combine traditional and novel technical materialities and social operating procedures in new and efficient ways to accomplish ones’ own or others ideological projects.

Whether we like it or not, terrorism and engineering share aims in wanting to change our world and disrupt our agreed ways of living our lives by putting forward new better ways of doing things. And like in engineering in general there are often vehement and violent disagreements about what those ‘better ways’ are and mean.
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